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Unmasking “John Doe” Leaks
By John Fraser

T

he federal government leaks secrets
to a shocking extent, and yet there is
at least one commonly available litigation tool that the government has failed
to deploy to combat leaks. In the world
outside the government, the right to control
confidential information, to protect trade
secrets, and to maintain the confidence of
business allies, is protected by use of “John
Doe” lawsuits.1 These civil lawsuits name
an unknown John Doe defendant and seek
immediate discovery from nonparty businesses to unmask the defendant and seek
civil remedies for unauthorized uses of
information. The federal government has
never embraced the broad use of this tool.
John Doe suits have been heavily publicized in recent years
as effective tools in the investigation and deterrence of the
misuses of intellectual property. In particular, thousands of
John Doe suits have been filed by the entertainment industry
to unmask anonymous thieves. Private industry has publicized
these suits as a deterrent to piracy of intellectual property. If
the federal government is to deter the unauthorized disclosure
of classified information by employees and contractors, it should
borrow the John Doe lawsuit from the private sector, file and

publicize such suits, and educate the federal workforce as to
the use of this tool. Frequent and well-publicized use of John
Doe lawsuits by the government will help to erode the culture
that has developed within the federal government that tolerates
leaks or regards them as unstoppable.
John Doe lawsuits should be used to supplement criminal law
processes that were not specifically designed to identify anonymous sources of leaks. In any event, few defendants are identified through criminal processes, and very few are punished.2
Because John Doe lawsuits and subpoenas are civil proceedings, and because business corporations may not assert Fifth
Amendment rights, John Doe lawsuits are effective in unmasking anonymous actors in the private sector. Accordingly, John
Doe lawsuits are crucial in identifying the heretofore unknown
actors.
Civil discovery procedures allow for broader discovery
than do criminal procedures. Obtaining evidence from media
corporations via search warrants in a criminal case is limited under the Privacy Protection Act, whereas a subpoena
of media corporation records in the civil context is not so
restricted. The fruits of civil discovery may be used to initiate
proceedings to suspend and revoke security clearances, to
discipline errant employees and contractors, and to support
criminal referrals.
The Department of Justice (DOJ) is fully authorized to
represent the government in civil proceedings, and research
reveals no legal bar to governmental use of John Doe lawsuits
to combat unauthorized releases of classified information. DOJ
needs to include this tool in its arsenal to combat the unauthorized release of classified information. DOJ should authorize
and encourage U.S. attorneys to use John Doe suits to further
develop those cases that cannot be successfully prosecuted in
the criminal courts.
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Defining the Problem and the Opportunity
The government’s historical use of criminal law to deter unauthorized disclosures of information3 has not deterred the torrent of
unauthorized releases of classified information that have occurred
in recent years.4 For example, a 2013 Rand report concluded that
the organizational culture of the Department of Defense treats
leaks of classified information as a “risk free” enterprise.5 Edward
Snowden, who now resides in Russia and conducts a campaign of
leaks against the National Security Agency that once employed
him as a system adminsitrator, has been lionized in the press.
President Barack Obama’s administration has forcefully sought to
use criminal law processes to deter leaks by employees and contractors of federal agencies.6 However, to be deterred, government
employees and contractors who leak classified information must
first be unmasked.

Criminal Law Is a Limited Deterrent
Historically, the government has relied on criminal law and
criminal investigative procedures to deter and pursue anonymous
leaks.7 Executive Order 12333 requires that leaks of classified information be reported to the U.S. attorney general as criminal acts.8
While some administrative remedies are available against employees
and contractors who choose to commit unauthorized releases of
classified information, the penalties are ineffective against anonymous actors.9 The primary reliance on criminal law is due to the
fact that the U.S. Code contains many criminal penalties for unauthorized releases of classified information but no directly relevant
civil penalties.10 For example, the Espionage Act provides criminal
law remedies against unauthorized release of classified information
when the release is intended to aid a foreign enemy, and in other
circumstances.11
However, criminal law procedures are of limited use against
anonymous leaks. Under current practice, the FBI handles leaks
reported to DOJ under the relevant executive order. Attempts to
narrow down the possible source(s) of a leak follow well-known
investigative paths.12 Criminal grand jury subpoenas are sometimes
issued to reporters seeking the names of sources.13 However, to be
effective, all of the criminal law remedies are dependent on being
able to name and indict the source of the leak after the investigation
is complete.14 An unknown number of criminal investigations are
commenced and then closed when a defendant cannot be identified.
In the normal course of a leak investigation, the FBI will be stymied
by the inability to identify the source of the leak. 15 After exhausting all the resources of the criminal process, the matter will then
be closed pending further developments. The referring agency will
then be notified that the FBI is unable to move forward on the matter due to inability to identify the proper defendant. 16
Very few employees or contractors have been indicted for unauthorized releases of classified information.17 Judging from the recent
flow of leaks, the criminal law remedies employed by the government do not adequately deter anonymous unauthorized releases of
classified information.
Criminal leak investigations regularly impinge on the publishers of classified information because the publishers have directly
relevant information about the source of the information they
publish.18 When a policy decision is made to prosecute a leak and
compel grand jury testimony from a publisher, each such use of
criminal legal process is met with protests about First Amendment
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values and the right of the public to know and the right of the
media to publish otherwise classified information that belongs to
the government.19 Wealthy media interests and some public-interest
groups argue that any use of the criminal legal process to investigate
or prosecute leaks is extreme, unbalanced, a threat to the First
Amendment, contrary to public policy, and a political act against a
free press.
Some of the accusations about political suppression of press
rights are based on the argument that a government-issued subpoena addressed to a publisher is selective prosecution for a leak that
the government did not authorize. In response to the accusation of
selective prosecution, the attorney general has re-issued guidelines
requiring prosecutors to use criminal and civil investigative processes against publishers and journalists only after exhausting all other
approaches.20 In a typical case, this exhaustion is accomplished
through an FBI investigation of all nonmedia sources of information.
When the defendant cannot be identified, the matter ends, because
DOJ has elected not to proceed in civil court. In the private sector,
a different approach is taken.

Media Companies Use Civil John Doe Suits
To Protect Their Rights and Property
Media and news companies have long been tenacious in using
civil processes to protect their exclusive information rights and
property.21 Media entities are particularly vigilant about protecting their own trade secrets and confidential information.22 In one
such case, a magazine went so far as to sue a competing magazine
and several of its former employees to protect its confidential
process for binding its magazines and other trade secrets.23 Media
companies and publishers also zealously guard against copyright
or trademark infringement by other media companies and individuals.24 In a recent example, the Associated Press sued a newsmonitoring service for copyright infringement, because the newsmonitoring service delivered excerpts of 33 articles registered
to the Associated Press.25 While the news-monitoring service’s
excerpts ranged from 4.5 to 60 percent of the registered articles,
the court found the defendant’s assertion of fair use and other
defenses unpersuasive and granted the Associated Press’ motion
for summary judgment.26 Overall, these cases illustrate the lengths
to which media companies go to protect their own confidential
information from disclosure or use. Yet, when media companies
use the federal discovery processes to enforce exclusive information claims, the First Amendment is not typically raised by other
media parties as a bar to discovery.27

Other Private Sector Businesses Have Aggressively Deployed
John Doe Suits To Protect Confidential Information
In recent years, in response to the problem of leaking intellectual
property owned by private-sector businesses, the federal courts
have considered thousands of John Doe suits filed by business
plaintiffs against anonymous leakers of confidential information.
These suits include efforts to enforce the Copyright Act, 28 securities
laws,29 trade secret laws,30 defamation laws,31 and numerous other
claims.32 These John Doe suits utilize nationwide civil discovery to
unmask John Doe defendants and proceed against them as named
defendants. All of these suits start from the premise that the John
Doe procedure is available to protect the confidentiality of information entrusted to persons who have violated a trust.33

The Federal Government Uses Civil John Doe
and Pseudonym Suits Sparingly

The Government Should Consistently Deploy
This Additional Tool and Publicize Its Use

In contrast to private-sector cases, research reveals only a handful of instances where the United States has employed the John Doe
civil procedure tool as a plaintiff or as a Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) party.34 None of these cases involve government use of
the John Doe procedure to combat leaks of classified information.
However, in 2011, the United States did employ a civil complaint

The recent torrent of leaks, the inability to unmask these actors
through criminal proceedings, and the limited effectiveness of the
criminal remedies deployed by the government support the aggressive use of the John Doe civil procedure tool to protect confidential
information. The John Doe tool is available to the government and,
in an appropriate leak case, should be employed to unmask the

In response to the accusation of selective prosecution, the attorney
general has re-issued guidelines requiring prosecutors to use criminal and
civil investigative processes against publishers and journalists only after
exhausting all other approaches.
against a pseudonymous defendant to seek civil remedies. Steps
were taken in civil court against a defiant and open release of classified information by a former CIA employee. In United States v.
Ishmael Jones, the government successfully sought a permanent
injunction, imposition of a constructive trust for the proceeds of a
published book, and a declaration that federal law condemned the
unauthorized releases of classified information.35 The civil remedies
in Ishmael Jones were decreed against a former employee who
knowingly and intentionally provided classified information to a
commercial publishing house for the purpose of publishing and selling a book.
There does not appear to be a reason why the government has
rarely utilized the John Doe tool. In cases where the person(s)
revealing secrets are not known, the civil process may well be superior to the criminal process.
Except for the self-imposed DOJ policy limits discussed
above,36 there are fewer restrictions on governmental use of
civil discovery tools than are in place for the use of criminal
procedures when media interests are involved in the case. Civil
discovery is routinely recognized as more expansive than the
limited discovery in criminal proceedings. Federal law and the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure restrict the information
that may be obtained from media corporations or reporters during a criminal investigation. For example, the Privacy Protection
Act of 1978, 42 U.S.C. § 2000aa et seq., “generally prohibits
government officials from searching for and seizing documentary
materials possessed by a person in connection with a purpose to
disseminate information to the public.” The practical effect of
this provision is to prevent law enforcement officials from using
search warrants to obtain evidence from reporters in a criminal
investigation unless the reporter possessing the evidence is a
suspect in a crime other than receipt or possession of the information, the information the reporter possesses is classified or
national defense related information, or the information is necessary to prevent death or serious bodily injury. While the Privacy
Protection Act specifically addresses the use of search warrants
in criminal prosecutions, there is no corresponding statutory
limitation on subpoenas directed at media corporations or reporters during civil discovery.

source of the leak. Without the John Doe tool, the government will
rarely identify, prosecute, and sanction bad actors.

Can John Doe Suits Be of Practical Value to the Government?
Various legal, policy, and procedural questions must be addressed
before a decision is made to pursue a John Doe civil action. These
questions include:
• What are the legal bases for use of that procedure?
• What defenses, pitfalls, or defensive tactics should be expected to appear if a civil suit is filed?
• May evidence gathered by criminal grand juries or criminal
investigations be used in the preparation of civil leak cases?
• May third parties be targeted for discovery in such a suit?
• How will media interests and public interest groups react to
the use of the John Doe civil litigation tool?
• Does private sector experience with the John Doe tool permit
an estimate of likely success if the government employs this
procedural tool?
There can be no question that federal employees and contractors
owe an enforceable fiduciary duty of care to the government that
has entrusted them with confidential information.37
Further, the potential remedies that flow from a breach of
the fiduciary duty are numerous. These remedies include establishment of an equitable trust to attach proceeds of the breach,
including any payments, profits, and royalties.38 A breach of the
fiduciary duty is also a proper subject of a permanent injunction
when a propensity to commit violations is shown.39 Restitution
or court-ordered return of the government’s property (including
documents) has also been ordered.40 Punitive damages may be
awarded by a jury, but a judge may do so only if a jury trial is
waived.41
Compensatory damages are available for a breach of contract,
in addition to disgorgement of profits. The secrecy agreement
signed by each employee stipulates that the government is entitled
to an injunction for a breach of confidentiality because there is no
adequate remedy at law.42
Employees who release classified information without authorization face the full range of administrative discipline and penalties,
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including clearance revocation and suspension, reprimand, loss of
pay, reassignment, demotion, and termination.43
None of these remedies or administrative actions are available
to the government to deter leaks of classified information unless
the government can identify the source of the leak. When the
government has exhausted the criminal investigative process,
the law allows the Department of Justice to proceed to the civil
side of the court system to seek a remedy.44 Current DOJ policy
permits the FBI to provide information from its criminal investigative files to support administrative sanctions and proceedings
against federal employees who are suspected of leaking classified
information.45
Once a civil suit has been used to unmask source of the leak, a
criminal indictment may be sought, or civil proceedings may continue, so long as due process rights are protected in the process.46
While the government cannot bring a civil case only to obtain information for use in a criminal prosecution, the government does have
the authority to use information obtained in the course of a civil
action in a criminal prosecution where appropriate.
In addition to the case law allowing use of information
obtained in civil discovery in a criminal prosecution, DOJ policy
explicitly calls for its attorneys to “consider investigative strategies that maximize the government’s ability to share information
among criminal, civil, and agency administrative teams to the
fullest extent appropriate to the case and permissible by law
…”47 Further, the attorney general recently stated that “[c]ivil
trial counsel should apprise prosecutors of discovery obtained in
civil, regulatory, and administrative actions that could be material to criminal investigations.”48 Sharing information between
civil litigators and criminal prosecutors is not only allowed but is
encouraged by the attorney general.

Who May Be Targeted for Discovery in a Civil John Doe Suit?
Private persons and corporate publishers of confidential
government information may be targeted for discovery under
DOJ regulations in both civil and criminal matters only after
other sources of information have been exhausted.49 Recently
announced DOJ policy guidelines require that media entities
be targeted for discovery “only as a last resort, after all reasonable alternative investigative steps have been taken, and when
the information sought is essential to a successful investigation
or prosecution.”50 This new policy requires that all requests to
use legal processes to obtain information from news media “be
submitted to, and initially evaluated by, the Criminal Division’s
Office of Enforcement Operations before they are ultimately
forwarded to the Attorney General for decision.”51 These procedures also require the express endorsement of the relevant U.S.
attorney or assistant attorney general.52 In addition, requests for
authorization “to seek testimony from a member of the media
that would disclose the identity of a confidential source” will also
be routed through the News Media Review Committee to provide
assessments of the requests.53 In investigations of disclosures of
classified information, DOJ’s updated policy also requires that
the director of National Intelligence “certify to the Attorney
General the significance of the harm that could have been caused
by the unauthorized disclosure and reaffirm the intelligence community’s continued support for the investigation and prosecution
before the Attorney General authorizes the Department to seek
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media-related records …”54 It is important to note, however, that
publishers who publish leaked confidential information are not
themselves subject to civil liability for such publications.55 While
DOJ policy continues to be that reporters “will not be subject to
prosecution based solely on newsgathering activities”56, DOJ has
succeeded in persuading federal courts to commit uncooperative
reporters to jail on three occasions in the last 20 years in criminal
leak investigations.57
Unlike individual reporters, publishers of classified information may not simply plead the Fifth Amendment and refuse to
testify in civil litigation. Individual reporters have the right to
plead the Fifth Amendment and refuse to incriminate themselves
by revealing a news source.58 However, this right should not be
confused with a reporter’s so-called privilege to refuse to testify,
which does not exist under federal law.59 Moreover, the press
may publish what it learns, but its ability to obtain information
is limited by criminal law.60 While an individual reporter may
plead the Fifth Amendment to avoid prosecution61, his corporate
employer has no such right. In a civil proceeding in which a corporation is required under Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 30(b)(6) to provide
a knowledgeable officer or employee to testify at a deposition62,
the corporate publisher may not refuse to truthfully answer questions on the ground of self-incrimination.63 For example, a district
court recently held that a news corporation was required to provide
a corporate representative to testify under Rule 30(b)(6) when the
reporter involved in publishing the article at issue invoked his
Fifth Amendment privilege.64 The court also indicated that the
corporate publisher could be subject to sanctions if it failed to
provide a representative to testify.65
If publishers may not refuse to participate in civil discovery,
how will they respond? Publishers and reporters have a vested
interest in seeking to discourage the government from using civil
litigation to uncover leaks. As they do in criminal proceedings,
many journalists will risk contempt of court and seek to claim
Fifth Amendment self-incrimination privileges, First Amendment
privileges, reporter privileges, and other privileges to obtain,
print, and disseminate classified information. They will interpose
many procedural and other hurdles in order to block discovery
of the name of the John Doe defendant. John Doe defendants,
publishers of leaked information, and civil liberties groups may
move to intervene at the earliest stages of the litigation to oppose
leave to discover the identity of a Doe defendant. Media interests
and John Doe defendants will seek dismissal of the suit, move to
block discovery against third parties, and resist amendment of
the complaint to name the actual defendant when discovery is
successful.
However, based on the success rates of private sector business
plaintiffs in John Doe suits, it can be expected that the privilege
assertions and procedural hurdles will not generally be successful.66
Corporate publishers that have written documents, emails, faxes,
telephone bills, or other records of communications with John Doe
defendants will have to produce those records in civil proceedings, even when an individual reporter successfully claims a Fifth
Amendment privilege.67
The service of discovery subpoenas may trigger a motion to
quash on the ground that the First Amendment protects the
subpoena recipient from having to disclose the identity of the
defendant. This type of motion will be strongly supported by

various civil liberties and well-funded publisher and media interest groups.68 However, the law that has developed in private sector John Doe cases (and other intellectual-property leak cases)
strongly supports the government’s use of expedited discovery
to identify the defendant. Although some courts recognize a
qualified reporters’ privilege to protect news sources69, the
privilege can be overcome by the government. The government
will need to show (1) a strong case on the merits, (2) a logical
reason to believe that the particular recipient of a subpoena
possesses directly relevant information, and (3) that all other
known sources of information regarding the source of the leak
have been developed and found wanting.70 When the government
demonstrates these three facts, the court should uphold the subpoena and require the publisher of the confidential information
to identify its source.
Civil cases in which media companies have litigated with each
other plainly establish that there is no general privilege for a media
company to take the property of another person and then refuse to
participate in civil discovery relating to that same taking.71 Research
has identified very few civil cases in which a media company has
asserted the First Amendment when litigating the issue of leaked
or stolen property.72 This body of case law establishes that, when
a media company is litigating against another media company, the
court-compelled disclosure of confidential information does not
present a First Amendment issue.
It is also possible that an objection will be raised that a John
Doe suit filed by the government is unreasonable under the Fourth
Amendment prohibition of unreasonable searches and seizures.
However, the government may proceed against a John Doe when
there is probable cause to believe that a violation of law has
occurred and that the John Doe defendant may have committed the
violation.73 Any motion for expedited discovery should be drafted to
satisfy the Fourth Amendment requirement for probable cause for
a warrant or court order.
Publishers may also assert an absolute or qualified reporters’
privilege under federal common law (Fed. R. Evid. 501) and the
First Amendment.74 In general, federal law does not recognize a
privilege for reporters under the First Amendment.75 Those courts
that have recognized a qualified privilege have ruled in leak cases
that when a leak of confidential information to a reporter is what
caused the litigation, then the reporter is a proper target of discovery.76 When a leak of confidential information to a reporter is the
crux of the case, the statements or transmissions to the reporter
are uniquely relevant, and the court will order their production
if the court finds them relevant after in camera review.77 In a
civil leak case, where the central issue is who released what to
the publisher of the confidential information, disclosure may be
ordered when the plaintiff demonstrates the central relevance of
the journalist’s information.78

Conclusion
If the federal government is to make progress in deterring leaks
of confidential information, it must look to all lawful sources of
innovation. The private sector, led by giant media corporations,
has deployed John Doe suits to deter and punish those who compromise its secrets. The federal government should learn from the
example. 
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